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Model for cw laser collisionally induced fluorescence in low-temperature discharges

R. S. Stewart, D. J. Smith, I. S. Borthwick,* and A. M. Paterson†

Department of Physics and Applied Physics, John Anderson Building, The University of Strathclyde, 107 Rottenrow,
Glasgow G4 ONG, Scotland, United Kingdom

~Received 2 November 1999; revised manuscript received 11 February 2000!

A perturbed steady-state rate-equation model has been developed for the cw laser collisionally induced
fluorescence~LCIF! produced by excitation on one of the 1s-2p noble gas transitions. This work is one part
of a wider complementary modeling program which includes cw optogalvanic spectroscopy, optical emission
spectroscopy, and optical absorption spectroscopy, with the overall aim of testing all of these models with the
same stringently assembled atomic and discharge data set. Our aim here is to demonstrate the principal features
of our cw LCIF model by using it to describe our experimental observations produced by pumping transitions
originating on the 1s5 metastable and 1s4 resonance states of neon atoms in the positive column of a normal
glow discharge at 2.0 Torr and a discharge current of 5 mA. The model shows that these cw LCIF spectra are
dominated by 1s-2p excitation and electron collisional coupling among the 2p states. We show that the model
allows us to quantify explicitly the various individual contributions to each line in the cw LCIF spectra. The
theory and analyses presented here apply equally well to other noble gases and we believe can be modified
appropriately for trace noble gases in atomic-molecular mixtures.

PACS number~s!: 52.80.Dy, 52.80.Hc, 52.70.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical diagnostics have become ever more important
the study of a wide range of low-temperature plasmas. Ma
shev and Donnelly@1# have shown that for technologica
plasmas optical actinometry on trace noble gases can b
attractive diagnostic alternative to the Langmuir probe. Al
there have been various comparisons of measurements
tained with electric probes and emission spectroscopy,
Melzer et al. @2#, while Sugai et al. @3# have devised a
method whereby optical emission is combined with the el
tric probe in a biased optical probe technique for obtain
the electron energy distribution. The availability of tunab
laser radiation has given access to a number of excited-
perturbation spectroscopies as indicated by the reviews in
recently published book edited by Marcus@4#. We have
shown@5# that rigorous analysis of the cw optogalvanic e
fect ~OGE! has potential for obtaining important quantitativ
information on low-temperature discharges. However, las
induced fluorescence~LIF! is perhaps the most widely use
laser-based diagnostic for low-temperature plasmas. Th
studies generally investigate the primary LIF~i.e., fluores-
cence from the pumped level!. Such LIF applications in plas
mas have been summarized by Zizaket al. @6# and recently
reviewed by Freegarde and Hancock@7#. The work we dis-
cuss here deals with laser collisionally induced fluoresce
~LCIF! ~i.e., fluorescence from a level which is not pump
directly by the laser!. The LCIF technique is a relatively new
low-temperature plasma diagnostic. In 1983 Tsuchidaet al.
@8# proposed using LCIF for determining local values of t
plasma electron density and since then the technique
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been taken up by others. Dubriel and Prigent@9# used it with
a pulsed laser to measure the electron density in a l
pressure helium plasma, while Malekiet al. @10# observed
cw collisionally induced fluorescence in a mercury-arg
mixture. More recently the LCIF technique has been furth
developed@11,12# to obtain the electron temperature as w
as the electron density in helium plasmas.

Here we have concentrated on the cw LCIF techniq
because cw detection is ideal for studying the kinetic beh
ior of atoms in the highly populated long-lived metastab
and resonance states which are so influential to the beha
of low-temperature plasmas. We have developed a pertu
steady-state rate-equation model to describe the collision
induced spectra resulting from laser perturbation of
1s-2p noble gas transitions. Sassoet al. @13# have also mod-
eled the cw laser-induced fluorescence spectra which
had observed in the neon positive column. However, th
indicated that their model did not give a complete descript
of the neon cw LCIF observations. Our own previous inve
tigations demonstrated the presence of negative LCIF c
ponents@14,15# which clearly could not be explained by cou
pling of the 2p bump ~increase in population! alone.
Coupling of the hole~decrease in population! created in the
lower level is required to explain this phenomenon@15#. In
the model we use the results of numerical calculations@16#
in which we developed a complete description of the mu
step collisional-radiative coupling to determine the las
induced 1s and 2p cw perturbations of all excited state
included in our model. This account of our cw LCIF mod
is written with neon in mind but the same discussion app
directly to the other noble gases, argon, krypton, and xen

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Our vacuum and gas handling system has been descr
elsewhere@17,5#. The system was thoroughly cleaned
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PRE 62 2679MODEL FOR CW LASER COLLISIONALLY INDUCED . . .
achieve a base pressure better than 531028 Torr before the
discharge tube was filled with pure neon to a pressure of
Torr. For these experiments we deliberately chopped the
ser slowly ~90 Hz! in order to allow the densities of th
excited states of the system to reach their perturbed ste
state values. The fluorescence was recorded using a sca
grating monochromator~Hilger Monospek! followed by a
flat-response photomultiplier~Burle C31034A! with lock-in
signal detection and computerised recording. Also, in
modeling we wish to apply linearly perturbed steady-st
rate equations, hence we reduced the incident power unti
induced fluorescence signals were observed to vary line
with the radiation power absorbed. This allows us to norm
ize the relevant quantities to the laser pump rateQ, defined
as the number of laser photons absorbed in unit time by
volume of plasma.

III. THE EXCITED-STATE cw PERTURBATIONS

Since we use the results from our numerical model
@16# for the excited-state cw perturbations, we very brie
recall the relevant fundamentals on which those calculati
are based.

In all of our experiments, the laser is tuned to a 1s-2p
transition. The laser-induced perturbations resulting fr
multiple coupling of the primary laser perturbations we
calculated using collisional-radiative branching ratios, a
the normalized cw pump rate perturbation was given as thX
fraction for each level@17#, defined byXi in

DRi52XiQ, ~1!

whereDRi is the cw laser-induced pump rate of leveli. The
value ofX indicates the pump rate perturbation as a fract
of the primary laser pump rate.

In the case of the 1s states we showed that, since the to
1s depletion coefficients,Di , are almost entirely indepen
dent of the 1s densities, by perturbation balance we c
write the population perturbations as

DNi5
DRi

Di
52

XiQ

Di
. ~2!

We noted previously that evaluation of the 2p population
perturbationsDPi involves accounting for changes induce
in their total depletion coefficients as well as in their pum
rates. The calculations ofDPi are an inherent part of th
LCIF model and therefore will be discussed with the mo
in Sec. IV.

IV. THE cw LCIF MODEL

Throughout the LCIF discussion we will usej and J to
label the upper and lower levels (2pj and 1sJ) of the LCIF
transition under consideration. When considering the LC
contribution due to the perturbation of a particular level,
will label its population perturbationDPk in the 2p case
(k51 to 10! andDNK in the case of a 1s or the ground state
(K51 to 5,K51 for ground!.

The aim of our cw LCIF model is to describe the chan
in emission intensity of a line (2pj -1sJ) in the 2p-1s spec-
trum resulting from laser perturbation of another of the
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transitions. The first step is to write down the steady-st
intensity emitted on one of the 2p-1s transitions. For
2pj -1sJ this may be expressed as

I jJ5PjAjJ8 , ~3!

wherePj is the population of level 2pj andAjJ8 is the effec-
tive Einstein A coefficient. Here we express the relatio
given for weak radiation trapping by Fujimotoet al. @18# in
the form

AjJ8 5
AjJ

11a jJNJ
, ~4!

where AjJ is the EinsteinA coefficients (s21), a jJ is the
trapping coefficient per atom~cm3!, andNJ is the population
of 1sJ ~cm23!.

Using steady-state balance of all of the 2pj processes
~Fig. 1! to write the full theoretical expression forI jJ in Eq.
~3!, we have

I jJ5PjAjJ8

55 n (
K51

5

NKSK j1 (
k51

10

Pk@nLk j1N1Mk j#

(
K52

5 AjK

~11a jKNK!
1 (

k51

10

@nLjk1N1M jk#1nSj
6

3
AjJ

11a jJNJ

, ~5!

wheren is the electron density~cm23!, N1 is the ground state
density~cm23!, N2 – 5 are the 1s level densities~cm23!, S1 j
are the electron collisional rate coefficients for excitati
from the ground state to the 2p levels ~cm3 s21!, SK j for K
52 – 5, are the electron collisional rate coefficients for 1s to

FIG. 1. Processes determining the steady-state 2pj population:
~1! Electron collisional excitation from ground,~2! electron colli-
sional ionization from 2p, ~3! electron collisional excitation from
1s to 2p, ~4! de-excitation to 1s by trapped radiative decay,~5!
collisional coupling from other 2p states,~6! collisional coupling to
other 2p states.
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2680 PRE 62STEWART, SMITH, BORTHWICK, AND PATERSON
2p excitation~cm3 s21!, Lk j are the rate coefficients describ
ing electron-collisional 2p mixing ~cm3 s21!, Mk j are the
ground state atom collisional 2p mixing rate coefficients
~cm3 s21!, and Sj are the ionization coefficients from

the 2p levels ~cm3 s21!.
Clearly the intensity of any 2p-1s transition is a function

of the densities of all of the levels in the system. Since all
perturbed, each will make some contribution to the obser
LCIF. We can therefore write the absolute cw laser collisio
ally induced fluorescence, of the 2pj -1sJ transitionFjJ , as
follows

FjJ5DI jJ5 (
K51

5
]I jJ

]NK
DNK1 (

k51

10
]I jJ

]Pk
DPk1CjJ , ~6!

whereFjJ has units of cm23 s21, I jJ is the steady state inten
sity of the 2pj to 1sJ transition~cm23 s21!, DN1 is the popu-
lation perturbation of the ground state~cm23!, DNK andDPk
are the population perturbations of the 1sK and 2pk levels,
respectively~cm23!, and CjJ is the contribution due to the
electric field and electron density perturbations.

A. LCIF due to the ground and 1s perturbations

The contributions to the LCIF from the perturbations
the ground and 1s states are detailed below. From Eq.~6!,
the general expression describing the effect of the groun
a 1s level population perturbation on the 2pj -1sJ LCIF sig-
nal is (]I jJ /]NK)DNK , whereK51 – 5. There are three dis
tinct ground and 1s level contributions to the LCIF. For the
transition from the 2pj level down to the 1sJ level, these can
be separated as follows:~i! FjJ due to the ground state pe
turbation (K51), ~ii ! FjJ due to the perturbation of a 1s
level which is not the lower level of the transition (KÞJ),
~iii ! FjJ due to the perturbation of the 1s level on which the
transition terminates (K5J).

~i! Ground state. The LCIF due to the ground state pe
turbation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The ground perturbati
may be positive or negative, depending on the particu
laser-perturbed transition. In this illustration we arbitrar
choose the case of a bump.

The ground state contribution to the LCIF arises fro
coupling ofDN1 from the ground to 2pj and from the per-

FIG. 2. Laser collisionally induced fluorescence~LCIF! on the
2pj -1sJ transition due to the perturbation of the ground state~for
the case of positiveDN1). ~1! Electron collisional excitation of the
ground-state perturbation,~2! effect of neutral atom density pertur
bation on coupling into 2pj , ~3! effect of neutral atom density
perturbation on coupling out of 2pj .
e
d
-

or

r

turbation of the 2p mixing by ground-state atom collisions
into and out of the 2pj level. The ground state perturbatio
has negligible influence on the LCIF because the large
ergy separation between the ground and the 2p levels means
a small excitation coefficient and therefore only weak co
pling.

~ii !, ~iii ! 1s levels. Two cases exist when evaluating th
LCIF contribution of a 1s level. When considering the effec
of the perturbation in a 1s level which is not the lower leve
of the LCIF transition (KÞJ), the LCIF is due to the result
ant change in the 2pj population. This change in populatio
arises from two sources,~i! coupling of the perturbation from
1sK to 2pj and ~ii ! perturbation of the depletion coefficien
due to the perturbed trapping. We note that a hole in thesK
population results in both of these contributions being ne
tive, and vice versa in the case of a 1sK bump.

When we consider the effect of the perturbation in t
lower level (1sJ) of the LCIF transition, as well as the abov
contributions, we also need to allow for the fact that t
effective EinsteinA coefficient for that LCIF transition is
perturbed. In this case a hole in the 1sJ population, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3, will result in an additional term due to th
reduced trapping which contributes an increase in the LC
signal on the 2pj -1sJ transition, and vice versa.

B. LCIF due to the 2p perturbations

The total LCIF contribution from the population perturb
tions of the 2p states results from the direct collisional co
pling from each of these levels to 2pj . To describe this
process, we must accurately evaluateDPk , which we noted
previously, involves accounting for changes induced in
total depletion coefficient of 2pk as well as in the pump rate
We can express the total population perturbation of level 2pk
as

DPk5
DRk

Dk
2

RkDDk

Dk
2 , ~7!

where Rk and Dk represent the pump rate~cm23 s21! and
depletion coefficient~s21! of the 2pk level. This becomes,

FIG. 3. Laser collisionally induced fluorescence~LCIF! on the
2pj -1sJ transition due to the perturbation of a 1sJ level ~for the
case of negativeDNJ). ~1! Coupling of 1sJ perturbation into 2pj ,
~2! perturbation of the 2pj depletion coefficient,~3! perturbation of
the radiative decay from 2pj to 1sJ . The equivalent processes o
~1! and ~2! also occur for theKÞJ case.
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DPk52
X2pk

Q

Dk
1

Pk

Dk
(
K52

5

DNKAkK8
akK

11akKNK
. ~8!

We note here thatDNK is directly proportional toQ in our
linear experimental regime, soDPk varies linearly withQ
ensuring that this contribution to the total normalized LC
signal (F jJ

Q) is also independent of the laser absorption.

C. LCIF due to the electron density and axial electric field
perturbations

We consider these together using observations from
optogalvanic effect. From the discharge direct current eq
tion it is straightforward to show that the fractional perturb
tions in current electron density and axial field are related

D i / i 5Dn/n1DE/E . ~9!

Here the optogalvanicD i was measured in the usual wa
with phase-sensitive detection andDE was then deduced
from the perturbed circuit equation. The axial field was a
curately determined@5# using a pair of identical probes an
we obtained the electron density@5# from the measured cur
rent and literature values of the electron mobility. The on
remaining unknownDn was then found from Eq.~9!.

We used our values ofDEalong with the data publishe
by Tachibana and Phelps@19# and Peuch and Mizzi@20# as
functions of the reduced electric field to determine the res
ing perturbations in the ground to 1s and 2p excitation co-
efficients. The effects of the normalized electron density a
electric field perturbations on one- and two-step excitation
the 2p states were included in our LCIF model along wi
the effects of the laser-induced excited-state perturbat
discussed above. Our investigations indicate that any eff
on the 1s-2p reexcitation coefficients, which depend on t
temperature of the bulk electrons, are minimal compa
with the ground to 1s and 2p effects.

The key feature of Eq.~9! is that the fractional perturba
tions in n and E are almost equal (D i / i is small! and are
always of opposite sign; therefore, their net effect on
LCIF is only significant for those 2p levels for which the
coupling from 1s5 is weak. A full discussion of theDn and
DE perturbations is given elsewhere@16#. Proper allowance
for the induced changes in the rate coefficients has be
long-time concern for researchers modeling the optogalva
effect.

D. Final expression for total LCIF

Collecting all the individual terms together, we obtain
expression for the totalFjJ resulting from the laser illumina
tion

FjJ5
AjJ8

D j
Y1CjJ , ~10!

whereY is given by
e
a-
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y

-
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Y5H (
K52

5

DNKS nSK j1PjAjK8
a jK

11a jKNK
D J

2DNJPjD j

a jJ

11a jJNJ
1 (

k51

10

DPk@nLk j1N1Mk j#

1DN1H nS1 j1 (
k51

10

PkMk j2Pj (
k51

10

M jkJ . ~11!

The above expression is utilized for modeling the expe
mental LCIF signals. In our fitting, we did not have to co
cern ourselves with every term described above since m
are negligible with respect to processes involving the do
nant 1s perturbations or, where strong electron-collision
coupling exists, the 2pi bump. While our model does ac
count for all of these lesser terms, it is possible to determ
the origin of the major contributions, and express the LC
in a more manageable form. To illustrate the quantitat
understanding that our model can provide, we take the
ample of a laser transition originating on 1s5 , where the
LCIF transition terminates on one of the other 1s levels, in
which case Eq.~11! becomes

Y5DN5S nS5 j1PjAj 58
a j 5

11a j 5N5
D1DPi@nLi j 1N1Mi j #.

~12!

Similar reductions can be made in describing any LCIF s
nal resulting from a given 1s-2p laser transition, when al
the major terms have been identified.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When testing our model against experimental observat
we ensure that our experiments are conducted in the lin
regime, wherein the perturbed effects are directly prop
tional to the absorbed power. This involves reducing the
ser power such that there is low laser absorption. The qu
tity that we wish to model is the collisionally induce
fluorescence normalized to the laser pump rate. In the cas
LCIF we represent this quantity asF jJ

Q for the transition
2pj -1sJ and for LIF we useLiL

Q for the transition from the
pumped level 2pi down to 1sL .

Additionally, we evaluate the ratio of each LCIF line in
tensity to a chosen primary LIF line~not the laser transition!.
We take the ratioF jJ

Q /LiL
Q which is an ideal quantity for

modeling since it is independent of the absorbed laser po
but is a sensitive function of the excited-state kinetics wh
we wish to study. In this way we are comparing lines dom
nated by collisional processes with ones dominated by ra
tive transitions.

We made our theoretical cw LCIF calculations using t
same complete atomic and discharge data set which we
in our cw OGE model@5#, in our numerical modeling of the
cw laser-induced excited-state perturbations@16#, and in our
optical emission and optical absorption spectroscopy~OES
and OAS! models. We kept the rate coefficients constant a
equal to their 5 mA values, appropriate to thepR product
used in our discharge conditions~neon filling pressurep
52 Torr and tube radiusR54.25 mm). The calculations
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2682 PRE 62STEWART, SMITH, BORTHWICK, AND PATERSON
were carried out using tube-averaged particle densities
tained from measured axial values@21#.

Since it is our aim in this discussion to describe the g
eral principles of our cw LCIF model we focus our attenti
on the cw LCIF spectra produced by tuning the laser to
two 1s-2p transitions, which is sufficient to explain all o
the important features encountered. We present results
the 594.5 nm (1s5-2p4) and 609.6 nm (1s4-2p4) lines. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show that there is excellent agreement betw
our LCIF model and experiment. Our modeling not only
lows an excellent description of the magnitude of the LC
signal, but can also separate out the individual contributi
to the overall signal.

In the case of a standard 1s5 pumped line~i.e., one where
the upper 2p level can radiatively decay down to several
the 1s levels!, a large hole is created in the 1s5 population
which, on being mixed around the 1s and 2p excited states,
subsequently dominates the observed LCIF spectrum,
produces a significant number of negative LCIF spec

FIG. 4. Laser collisionally induced fluorescence~LCIF! spec-
trum for 1s5-2p4 ~594.5 nm! laser transition~the experimental re-
sults are given by the solid line, and the triangles represent
predictions of the model!.

FIG. 5. Laser collisionally-induced fluorescence~LCIF! spec-
trum for 1s4-2p4 ~609.6 nm! laser transition~equivalent symbols to
those used in Fig. 4!.
b-

-

t

for

en
-

s

nd
l

lines. However, we still observe some positive LCIF lin
~e.g., 585.2, 607.4 nm, Fig. 4!, which occur as a result of a
combination of strong coupling of the primary 2p bump and
the fact that a number of the transitions from 1s5 to these
particular 2p levels are forbidden~e.g., 1s5-2p1 and
1s5-2p3).

Considering first the cw LCIF spectrum resulting from t
1s5-2p4 (594.5 nm) laser transition, the dominance of t
metastable 1s5 hole results in negative LCIF from six of th
nine nonpumped levels of which several (2p6,2p8,2p9,2p10)
exhibit strong signals. These levels are strongly coupled
the 1s5 level. By examining particular cw LCIF transitions
we are able to determine the breakdown of the individ
contributions to these signals. Table I~a! shows the extent to
which the 1s5 hole dominates the 2p10-1s4 LCIF. This tran-
sition is ideally described by Eq.~12!, which includes the
individual and total LCIF due to the key perturbations. W
now examine the individual 1s5 contributions. Here we are
considering the case whereKÞJ, for which the modeling
was discussed in Sec. IV A~ii !. For this line Table I~a! shows
that coupling of the 1s5 hole to the 2p10 level is the domi-
nant mechanism, although the term arising from perturba
of the depletion coefficient also provides a substantial sig

Similarly, the typical contributions to cw LCIF terminat
ing on the 1s5 level are given by Table I~b!. For continuity
we have chosen the 2p10-1s5 transition. Since the 1s5 hole
is again dominant, here the major contribution is from t
K5J case, from Sec. IV A~iii !. Coupling of the 1s5 hole to
the 2p10 level again provides the most influential constitue
but here the additional 1s5 component which arises from th
reduced trapping produces a significant contribution of
opposite sign from the other 1s5 terms.

For a laser transition originating on one of the resona
levels, for example the 609.6 nm (1s4-2p4) line, we observe
distinctly different LCIF spectral characteristics~Fig. 5!. In
general, such laser transitions result in weaker LCIF sign
since the 1s perturbations are substantially lower than for
metastable pumped line, and hence their contribution
smaller. Table II~a! illustrates the reduced influence of the 1s

e

TABLE I. ~a! Influential contributions to 2p10-1s4 line ~724.5
nm! in the LCIF spectrum produced by tuning the laser to 594.5
(1s5-2p4). ~b! Influential contributions to 2p10-1s5 line ~703.2
nm! in the LCIF spectrum produced by tuning the laser to 594.5
(1s5-2p4). ~PC refers to perturbation coupling from the 1s5 level
to the 2p10, DCP represents the depletion coefficient perturbat
term, andT the trapping of the LCIF transition!.

~a!

1s5 20.089
1s5 ~PC! 20.069
1s5 ~DCP! 20.019

Total 20.099

~b!

1s5 20.121
1s5 ~PC! 20.148
1s5 ~DCP! 20.042
1s5 ~T! 0.069

Total 20.143
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PRE 62 2683MODEL FOR CW LASER COLLISIONALLY INDUCED . . .
perturbations, and clearly shows that in such a case
pumped 2p level often plays the major role in determinin
the cw LCIF. This is highlighted by the significant numbe
of positive LCIF signals observed in the spectrum of a re
nance pumped line, whereas for a metastable pumped
positive LCIF lines only occur for levels from which 1s5
transitions are either very weak or forbidden. There also e

TABLE II. ~a! Individual contributions to 2p5-1s2 line ~671.7
nm! in the LCIF spectrum produced by tuning the laser to 609.6
(1s4-2p4). ~b! Individual contributions to 2p6-1s2 line ~692.9 nm!
in the LCIF spectrum produced by tuning the laser to 609.6
(1s4-2p4).

~a!

1s2 0.001
1s3 0.002
1s4 20.002
1s5 0.002
2p4 ~pumped level! 0.030

Total 0.039

~b!

1s4 20.005
1s5 0.023
2p4 ~pumped level! 0.002

Total 0.024
A

o

m

n

g

a

ys
he

-
e,

st

some positive LCIF lines dominated by the coupling of t
1s5 bump, and the most important individual contributio
for one such example are given in Table II~b!. Here the
strong coupling of the 1s5 perturbation to the 2p6 level,
combined with weak 2p4-2p6 mixing, ensures that, even fo
resonance level pumping, the long-lived metastable lev
can still play a crucial role.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We present a rate-equation model to describe the
LCIF in the linearly perturbed regime of the positive colum
of a normal glow neon discharge. We have shown that
model successfully describes all the different types of sp
tral features which are observed experimentally when thes
and 2p states of neon are linearly perturbed by absorb
tunable laser radiation. As well as predicting the sign a
magnitude of the lines observed in the cw LCIF spectru
the model identifies and quantifies all the sources of the
dividual contributions to each laser collisionally induce
fluorescence line. Although we focus on neon here, our m
eling and analysis applies equally well to other noble gas
and we believe, can be modified appropriately for trace no
gases in atomic-molecular mixtures.
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